Pedigree Information Brochure

The catalogue is the book which outlines each yearling in a sale. Lot numbers are determined in alphabetical
order by Dams name, which moves forward five letters on the previous year's catalogue. At the 2014 Inglis
Premier Yearling Sale, Lot 1 was a colt by Vachere (=V). Lot 1 at the 2015 Inglis Premier Yearling Sale is a filly
by Academy Winner (=A). Accordingly Lot 1 at the 2016 Inglis Premier Yearling Sale will be the yearling with
the dam's name starting with F.
Each page in the catalogue describes a different horse and their pedigree (family tree). The other information
contained on the page, such as where the horse is located at the Inglis complex is detailed below.

Barn F Stable 1-31
On Account of GILGAI FARM, Nagambie
2.
Lot 1
(Branded GF nr sh.

BAY FILLY

4
3

3.

Foaled 18th October 2013)

Danehill (USA) ................
Rolls (USA) .....................
Last Tycoon (Ire)............
Kew Gardens (Fr) ...........
(DAM)
Green Desert ..................
Desert
Sun
(GB)..............
HELSINGE...................
Solar ...............................
2001
6.
Scandinavia..................... Snippets..........................
Song of Norway..............

(SIRE)
Flying Spur......................
CASINO PRINCE ........
Lady Capel ......................

1.

4.

by Danzig ......................
by Mr. Prospector............
by Try My Best................
by Kenmare ....................
by Danzig ......................
by Hotfoot.......................
by Lunchtime (GB)..........
by Vain............................

CASINO PRINCE (AUS) (Bay 2003-Stud 2008). 5 w ins-3 at 2, AJC Chipping
Norton S., Gr.1. Leading Aust. First Season Sire 2011-12. Sire of 204 rnrs,
123 w nrs, inc. SW All Too Hard (MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1), Escado,
Hooked, Star Rolling, Longport, Fine Bubbles, Sookie, Mighty Lucky, SP
Casino Dancer, Sino Eagle, Strength, Transonic, Good Prince, etc.

5.

7.

8.
9.
1st Dam
HELSINGE, by Desert Sun (GB). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Song of
the Sun, half-sister to MAGNUS, SCANDIVA, WILANDER, ARCTIC
FLIGHT, Danavia (dam of ICONIC). This is her sixth live foal. Her fifth
foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, all winnersBLACK CAVIAR (f by Bel Esprit) Horse of the Year in Australia in
2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13. Joint Head of the 2013 World
Thoroughbred Rankings. Champion Sprinter in Australia in
2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13. Champion Older Female
Sprinter in GB in 2012. Unbeaten. 25 wins-2 at 2-1000 to
1400m, $7,353,546, ATC TJ Smith S., Gr 1-twice, Royal Ascot
Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 1, VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1-twice, Lightning
S., Gr 1-3 times, Newmarket H., Gr 1, BRC BTC Cup, Gr 1.
ALL TOO HARD (c by Casino Prince) Champion 3YO Colt in Australia
in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-1100 to 1600m, $2,288,200, ATC All
Aged S., Gr 1, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Futurity S., Gr 1.
Moshe (c by Bel Esprit) 3 wins at 1000m, MVRC Mayoral Charity
Community H., Moreton Hire H., 4th ATC Fireball H., L.
Belle Couture (f by Redoute's Choice) Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, MRC
Elvis Ricky Thurgood P.

10.
2nd Dam
SCANDINAVIA, by Snippets. 4 wins-1 at 2-1000 to 1200m, $430,075, QTC
Cup, Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, MVRC Burt Bacharach H.,
2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, 3d VRC Newmarket
H., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1. Half-sister to FROSTY THE SNOWMAN,
MIDNIGHT SUN, RUSSIAN TEA ROOM, Song of the Sun, McHappy
(dam of GLAD). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:MAGNUS (c Flying Spur) 4 wins 1010 to 1200m, $1,311,050, AJC Galaxy
H., Gr 1, VRC Age Classic S., Gr 2., 2d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1. Sire.
WILANDER (g Exceed and Excel) 4 wins inc., MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2.
SCANDIVA (f Fastnet Rock) 2 wins inc. ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2.

11.

Catalogue Details

Pedigrees and performances are supplied for the sales catalogues by Arion
Pedigrees Ltd as a service to Inglis who are acting in their capacity as agent for
the vendor.

R acing Careers

Purchasers should be aware that details of racing careers of horses are not
intended to be comprehensive and purchasers should therefore make their own
enquiries concerning the full career of any particular horse. Additionally, in view
of the time elapsing between preparing the catalogue and the date of sale, there
may be further racing performances not recorded in the catalogue or announced
from the rostrum.

1. The number and row of the stable where the horse is located 2. The name of the stud/vendor, or individual
selling the horse 3. Colour and sex of horse 4. Brands and foaling date of horse 5. Four generation tabulation
6. Year of birth of dam 7. A synopsis of the sire's racing record and progeny 8. Mother(Dam) of catalogued horse
9. A synopsis of first Dam's racing record 10. Grand Dam of catalogued horse 11. Grand Dam's producing record
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A pedigree provides extensive details about the
relatives of each yearling offered (e.g. how many
foals/winners the dam has produced, the race and
progeny record of a sire). Catalogues also contain
general information such as stabling information, buyer
notices and the auctioneer's Conditions of Sale – the
legal terms upon which all purchases are based. It is
important for buyers to familiarise themselves with
these terms, as they provide invaluable information
about the sale process.
Catalogues for major yearling sales are available from
Inglis approximately one month before the sale. They
are also available on our iPad app, which is called
‘Inglis Sales' in the app store.
The start time for the day's selling is published on the
Inglis website and in the front of the sale catalogue.
Approximately 30 horses are sold per hour, at a fast
and exciting pace.
Prior to bidding and purchasing, you need to register
your details with the Inglis finance team, which you
can do by telephone or in person at the Sale Day
Office. If you would like to attend a sale as a spectator,
there is no pre-registration necessary. All sales are open
to the public to spectate.
Even if you plan to enter ownership through a trainer,
syndicator or agent, it's still a valuable learning
experience to attend a sale and see where it all begins.
Yearlings are available for physical inspection on
the Inglis sale complexes at least two days prior to a
sale. The way a prospective racehorse is raised, fed
and exercised as a young foal plays a large part in its
potential success.
Pedigree is one part of the equation and conformation
is the other. There are plenty of people who can assist
you in both areas: Inglis staff, independent bloodstock
agents, trainers and stud masters have an intimate
knowledge of stallions and mares, progeny and their
traits.

PEDIGREES
Where to start?
Here is some insight from Inglis bloodstock consultants
on where to start…
When first looking at a sale catalogue, one place to
start is to look at the stallions which are represented
within. In equine genetics sire and dam play an equal
part in the off-spring, however when trying to learn, it
is far easier to mentally refer to a stallion than it is to
a mare as there are fewer stallions. The absolute elite
stallions are classified as having a stakes winners to
runners ratio up to 10%.
If you do not have knowledge of stallions, consider
your favourite horses past and present and see which
stallion they are by.

For example, Black Caviar is by Bel Esprit and So You
Think by High Chaparral. Then refer to the paragraph
on the pedigree about the stallion. Consider whether
they are a sprinter or a stayer and whether his progeny
race as 2YO or later. For further information you can
then refer to stallionparade.com.au.
Another approach may be to look at race results,
particularly focussing on 2YO races, and consider their
breeding. As 2YOs are the youngest horses racing, their
winners will give you an idea of which stallions are
enjoying early success. Champion First Season Sire I
Am Invincible had 17 individual first crop winners, led
by five stakes-winners, including subsequent Group 1
winner Brazen Beau.
Furthermore, every horse owner has a dream of
winning a certain race. Do you want to win the Golden
Slipper, or the W S Cox Plate? Research horses that
have performed well in these races and who they are
by. For example, Mossfun the 2014 Golden Slipper
winner is by Mossman.
Once you have developed some ideas or stallions
you are keen on, you can use this as a place to start in
your catalogue. There is a sire's index in the front of
each sale catalogue which you can use to identify the
yearlings you are interested in.
Some professional bloodstock agents study an entire
catalogue if they have a variety of clients and requests.
This is a large task for someone starting out. Rather than
studying every pedigree in the catalogue perhaps start
with the stallions you have familiarised yourself with.
Look at the service fees which can be found on
stallionparade.com.au and the Inglis website for past
sales results. Check what the average price for a filly
and a colt by that stallion at a particular sale has been
to give you an idea of what the price range may be.
The Dam
Another crucial piece of information is the first Dam's
performance. First Dam is the mother of the yearling,
second dam is also known as the Grand Dam. You
are looking to see if the first Dam produces winners in
her progeny. For example, if she has had eight foals
and only thrown one winner, then this would be taken
into consideration. This information is generally listed
on the last line of the first Dam information on the
pedigree.
If the Dam has not had many runners, look at her race
record (unraced, placed, black-type winner).
The Inglis bloodstock team generally suggest referring
to the first two Dams. If you look further back than
this it becomes less significant on the product you are
looking at.
Some buyers feel that a mare's best horses will come
from her first five foals, yet So You Think was the tenth
foal of his Dam Triassic.
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A key area to look for in pedigree is siblings. There are three types of siblings that are generally noted:

Full
Siblings

3/4
Siblings

Half
Siblings

Full brothers/sisters
that share the
same sire & Dam

Horses that share
3 out of 4
grandparents

Share same Dam
but different sires*

*Note that horses that share the same sire are not generally considered half siblings.
Another point of note may be stallions passing on their genes better than others, exaggerated characteristics or
determining progeny traits. Knowing these generally comes from studying progeny and is not listed anywhere.
Examples include:
•

Danehill only sired bay coloured foals

•

Zabeel's progeny are known to improve over longer distances

•

More Than Ready and Exceed And Excel are top sires of precocious 2YO runners

Whilst some people believe colour means very little, others look at the colour of a horse to see where it comes
from in the pedigree – this could be seen as one indicator as to whether the yearling has had a dominant influence
in the progeny from the stallion or Dam. For example, Lonhro was nicknamed ‘the Black Flash' and he was from
the first crop of the Champion sire Octagonal, who was very dark in colour.
A cross is a term used to describe how bloodlines have been matched.
For example:
•

Bel Esprit was mated to Desert Sun mare Helsigne to produce Black Caviar, thus the Bel Esprit / Desert Sun
cross has been successful

•

Fastnet Rock was mated with Zabeel mare Regard to produce Atlantic Jewel, thus the Fastnet Rock / Zabeel
cross has been successful

The bold text in a pedigree is when a sire or dam appears more than once.

If you find a cross that works, perhaps consider going to look at other progeny with the same cross. If you like a
cross, you could develop your set of rules that way.
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A nick is used to describe a breeding pattern or match between a Sire and Dam. It is a real live genetic term
describing a cross of two bloodlines that produces superior results a surprising amount of the time. It's not
guaranteed, but it has a serious track record. For example say Fastnet Rock is suited to mares by Stravinksy so
one would say, “Fastnet Rock over Stravinsky mares is a nick that works”. A nick can also be more complex than
simply a stallion with a mare's sire.
Anomalies will always appear in breeding! Everyone is looking for the secret recipe and there are unraced mares
that go on to produce champions, such as Black Caviar's Dam Helsinge.
You can always continue to research pedigrees, but an increasing emphasis is being placed on the physical type
of the horse. Therefore, using the stallions to developing a catalogue short list prior to inspecting the physical
horses is a suitable starting point.

Many times the analogy has been made with going to a group of young school boys and physically inspecting
them to select your rugby team. Some will look like the stars of now, others will look like they will grow into a star
player in a few years.
In coming weeks more information will be provided on conformation.

For more information please contact the Inglis Platinum Club
E: platinum@inglis.com.au I T: +61 2 9399 7999
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